West Bristol Trail

 Buses 1, 2, 2a, 3, 4, 8 and 72 drop off at College Green, a 3minute walk from Stop 1 – Georgian House Museum.
 Bristol Bus Station is a 4-minute walk from BRI (final stop).
 There are public toilets at the Suspension Bridge, Circular
Road (The Downs) and the Bus Station.
These may be closed subject to Covid-19 restrictions
 There are a number of cafes and shops in Park Street, where
we begin our walk. Refreshments are also available in
Clifton, near the Suspension Bridge.
 Please note there are some hills in this walk.

4.2 miles, approx. time is 1 hour and 30 minutes.
Google Maps link:
https://goo.gl/maps/R4UaCqbJqnfMuCk39
Turn over the page for information about each
location.

1. 7 Great George St – Fanny Coker
Fanny Coker was born on Mountravers sugar plantation in Nevis, in the West Indies, in 1767. She was born into slavery on the
plantation owned by John Pinney, the child of a slave mother – Black Polly – and plantation manager father, William Coker. At
age 11 she was freed, one of the very few people freed not because she was old or sick. Following her freedom, Fanny
continued to work for the Pinney family as a maid and later as a nursemaid, moving with them to Bristol in 1783.
From 1791, Fanny Coker and the Pinney family lived here, at 7 Great George Street, now called The Georgian House. It was
built in around 1790, and was given to Bristol City Council in 1938 and turned into a museum depicting the life of a slave
owner in Georgian Bristol.
The house was built with the huge wealth John Pinney gained via his slave-run plantations. This was worth the equivalent of
£15 million; and while it is said Pinney treated his workforce better than other plantation owners, he believed slavery was
good and right and endorsed by God, and is known to have sold his slaves to another much crueller slave owner. On returning
to Bristol he went into business with John Tobin, known to be one of the most prominent pro-slavery activists of the time.
Fanny returned to Nevis with Pinney’s wife Jane, her mistress, in 1789, having been threatened with dismissal if she did not go.
She was able to meet with her family, with whom she remained in contact throughout her life, sending letters and supporting
them with gifts.
Fanny was baptised into the Broadmead Baptist church in 1789 and when she died in 1820, she was buried in the Baptist
burial-ground at Redcross Street in the Old Market area. In 1926 the burial ground was cleared and its remains re-interred in a
common grave at Greenbank cemetery in Eastville.
In 2017, Fanny’s life was celebrated in a performance at Greenbank Cemetery, as part of a project called Daughters of Igbo
Woman. Led by local Bristol writer Ros Martin, this project links Bristol with Fanny’s home of Nevis and her mother’s home
country of Nigeria to highlight the lives of these women and their important role in Bristol’s history.
Along with Fanny Coker, the Pinney family also retained a slave they had bought as a child – Pero was never freed though, and
died a slave in 1798. To commemorate Pero and his and other slaves’ role in Bristol’s history, Pero’s Bridge was erected in
Bristol Harbourside in 1999.

2. Clifton Hill House – John Addington Symonds
You’re standing in front of Clifton Hill House, which is was built in 1750, at the height of the Georgian era, and in the Palladian
style. The House is currently a Bristol University hall of residence, and has been since 1909, when a university teacher called
May Staverley bought it and turned it into the first hall of residence for women in south-west England.
Before becoming university property, Clifton Hill House was the residence of one of Bristol’s most famous historical LGBT
figures, John Addington Symonds, who lived here with his family from the age of 10. Symonds went to Oxford University to
study classics, returning to Bristol where he continued his career as a writer and art historian before relocating his family to
Switzerland in 1877. He moved to a place called Davos, which had a small gay community and was a place Symonds was able
to live openly as a gay man.
It is said that Symonds was aware of his sexuality from childhood and while he married a woman and had 4 children, he also
had relationships with men throughout his life. Symonds is best known for his pioneering work on homosexuality, including
activist writings such as 1891’s A Problem in Modern Ethics, which argued for law reforms and to free homosexuality from
being judged as wrong in religious and moral thinking. His later work focused on homosexuality in historical works, including
his translations of Michelangelo’s love sonnets, in which he used the male pronouns from the original, to refer to
Michelangelo’s lover. Symonds also wrote a memoir from 1889 to 1893 which is the earliest known self-conscious homosexual
autobiography.
Amber Regis is a Lecturer in Nineteenth-Century Literature at the University of Sheffield, and a leading expert on the life and
work of John Addington Symonds. Amber wasn’t able to speak to us, directly, but she shared a lovely moment in his Memoirs
when Symonds describes some time spent at Clifton Hill House with his family and his lover, Norman Moor.
We have a copy of Amber’s edition of Symonds’s memoirs, so if you would like to borrow this, get in touch!

3. Clifton Suspension Bridge – Sarah Guppy
In 2016 a revised version of the Oxford Dictionary of the National Biography was published and caused shockwaves across
Bristol. The book said that an inventor named Sarah Guppy was the secret brains behind the design of the Clifton Suspension
Bridge. Unfortunately, this simply wasn’t true. The researchers had confused a patent for a bridge design that Sarah registered
in 1811 with Isambard Kingdom Brunel’s plans of 1831. But who was Sarah, and what happened to her bridge?
Sarah Beech was born in 1770 and moved to Bristol in 1795 when she married the merchant Samuel Guppy. (You might be
thinking of fish at this point – and you would be right: the guppy fish was named after Sarah’s son the naturalist Robert
Guppy…). Sarah and Samuel made their fortune when they bought a patent for copper nails and starting selling them to the
British Navy. The copper prevented molluscs from damaging the ship’s hulls the same way we use copper in our gardens to
deter slugs.
In 1811 she was the first woman ever to patent a bridge, writing that it was ‘a new mode of constructing and erecting bridges
and railroads without arches or sterlings whereby the danger of being washed away by floods is avoided’. Sarah’s bridge
consisted of pair of chains over which would be laid timber planks to form a deck. The chains would be pulled tight to prevent
the deck from wobbling, allowing carts to cross safely. From the newspaper, Felix Farley’s Bristol Journal, it is clear that Sarah’s
design was intended to be a low-level river crossing at Hotwells. In contrast, Brunel’s design was high above the water and the
deck is suspended below the chains, which hang in a curve instead of being rigid and tight.
Although Sarah was never the secret brains behind Clifton Suspension Bridge, she should be remembered as a strong and
clever woman. At a time when women were expected to dedicate themselves to domestic duties, Sarah’s business acumen,
inventions and interest in engineering were certainly breaking the mould. Her bridge patent was an imaginative solution to
crossing the Avon and dealing with its high mudbanks and she deserves to be celebrated for her genuine achievements and
the place she managed to win for herself against all the odds in an all-male world.

4. The Downs – Bristol Pride
Arriving at The Downs, one has the impression of suddenly being transported to a different place. Large open spaces with
sweeping views of the Suspension Bridge and Avon Gorge, it is truly a piece of the countryside in the city. Covering a space of
400 acres (that’s the equivalent of more than 300 football fields!), The Downs has been used by Bristolians since before
Roman times.
So, first, a bit of geography and history. The Downs is made up of two sectors: Clifton Down makes up the south and
southwest part of the site, with Durdham Down in the north and northeast. It is primarily limestone, and stone has been
quarried from the site over centuries. In 1836, the fossil remains of the “Bristol Dinosaur” were found here – this was only the
fourth dinosaur ever to be found in England. If you’d like to learn more about The Downs themselves, take a look at the Clifton
Down History Trail produced by Bristol City Council and part of your trail pack.
Now a protected parkland, The Downs have had a number of different uses over time. The earliest known use was as farmland
in around 1500 BC. The Romans built a road from Bath to Sea Mills across the Downs, and this was an important route and
port in terms of the conquest of Wales. Farmers were able to graze their stock on The Downs until 1926, but increasingly they
have become used for public recreation.
The first Pride was held in 1977. The purpose of this first Pride was to raise money to support LGBT newspaper Gay News
through a legal trial, after they were found guilty of blasphemous libel against Christianity. This was after they published a
poem by Professor James Kirkup. “The Love that Dares to Speak its Name” described a centurion's love for Christ at the
Crucifixion.
From 1977 to 1994, Pride took on a number of different forms and then wasn’t formally celebrated in Bristol between ‘94 and
2009. Since 2010 it has been held in Castle Park, College Green, Bristol Harbourside, and finally The Downs in 2019, where
artists included Spice Girl Mel C, Sink The Pink, Peppermint from Ru Paul's Drag Race, and Sophie Ellis-Bextor.
But what is Pride and what does it mean to the LGBTQIA+ community today? Bristol Pride’s website describes itself as
a unique and important event that celebrates the LGBT+ community and offers the chance to connect and bring people
together. As well as showcasing our wonderfully diverse community, Pride is about overcoming prejudice, hatred, reducing
isolation and showing members of the LGBT+ community that they are not alone.

5. 12 Priory Road – Mary Paley
So here we find ourselves at 12 Priory Road, which is home to the Mary Paley building, in the department of economics at the
University of Bristol. What can you see? What is the building like? But most importantly, why is it named after Mary Paley?
Born in 1850, Mary Paley was one of the first women in economics – she read political economy at Cambridge, and while she
was not allowed to graduate because she was a woman, she moved to Bristol, where she and her husband (and former
teacher) Alfred Marshall set up the Department of Economics at Bristol Uni, and where she became one of its first female
lecturers. However, at the time, this meant that her salary was deducted from her husband’s wages.
While her husband taught “gentlemen” Mary Paley taught female students. She became an established and well-loved
teacher, as well as the co-author of the book The Economics of Industry with her husband.
Marshall was also an economist, and by all accounts was not an advocate of women working in this field. In fact, he was vocal
in opposing Cambridge University’s proposal to start to award degrees to women.
Despite this, Mary continued her work and her support of her husband (even establishing a library in his name after he died).
Where Cambridge had denied her a degree, in 1926, Mary was given an honorary degree by the University of Bristol for her
lifelong work as a teacher of economics.
I spoke to the current head of the Department of Economics at the University of Bristol, a professor of economics. Dr Sarah
Smith told me that economics is still a discipline which lacks diversity. She said that Mary Paley was a true pioneer and, as a
female economist, remains sadly all too rare.
Dr Smith also shared a piece she wrote about Mary Paley for a student newsletter, which is included in the materials you have
with you today.

6. BRI – Michael Dillon
**Please be aware this recording makes mention of the medical procedures required for medical transition.**
The BRI is one of a number of places across Bristol which are linked to the history of the trans rights movement and to the first
person in the UK to medically transition via phalloplasty.
Michael Dillon only lived in Bristol for a short time in the late 1930s and early 40s. He had studied at Oxford University, where
he had attended an all-female college, and came to Bristol where he worked in a garage and lived as a man.
Dillon’s transition journey in Bristol begins in Clouds Hill House GP surgery in St George, where physician Dr George Foss and
his father both practiced. Foss supported Dillon’s transition, but insisted that Dillon see a psychiatrist, an experience that is
said to have been humiliating for Dillon when the psychiatrist did not maintain his confidentiality. Foss also providing Dillon
with the testosterone tablets he needed to commence his transition; after taking testosterone for a while, Dillon was able to
“pass” as male, and from there pursued further medical procedures, in part by chance.
Admitted to the BRI for a completely unrelated condition, he met a local plastic surgeon who agreed to perform a mastectomy
– likely at the nearby Bristol General Hospital – and who later introduced Dillon to Sir Harold Gillies. Gillies was a renowned
plastic surgeon who had performed reconstructive surgery on soldiers whose genitals had been damaged in war. Gillies
performed the first ever phalloplasty, or penis creation, on Dillon, which required at least 13 operations.
In 1946, Dillon published Self: A Study in Endocrinology and Ethics, where he advocates for sex-change operations and the
subsidisation of hormone treatments in trans people (this wasn’t the word used back then – this was only brought into English
in 1949). In it, he says: "Where the mind cannot be made to fit the body, the body should be made to fit, approximately at any
rate, to the mind."
Later qualifying as a physician himself, Dillon performed an at the time illegal orchidectomy (or testicle removal) on Roberta
Cowell, who was the first woman to transition from male to female, and whom Dillon fell in love with.
In 1958 Dillon’s transgender identity was outed in the press. Fearing unwanted attention, he moved to India where he became
a Buddhist monk, and died in 1962.

This pack was put together as part of Diversity Week (26th – 30th April 2021)
but you can use it whenever you like. It was put together by the South West
Diversity & Inclusion Network.
The SWD&I Network is a network set up especially for staff, locums and
volunteers across the South West region. We created the network by
combining all of the St Mungo’s networks under one umbrella: to celebrate,
support, educate and influence around diversity issues, especially those in
our region.
To achieve these aims, we run events, workshops and training in a range of
different contexts. We also send out a monthly newsletter with ideas for how
staff, volunteers and locums can celebrate diversity in their services.
If you’d like to find out more or join the network, contact
swdiversitysecretary@mungos.org

